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Drawn to the Daimon—
Encounters with the
Imaginal through Active
Imagination

An exploration and
development of some of
the images and dialogues
that have emerged from
practicing Active
Imagination

By Stuart Gilbert

My Goal— Exploration of dialogues and
drawings.
Developing paintings—Exploring motifs and
insights

Honour the content and do justice to the form

Why am I drawn to the Daimon, Angel or
Muse?
It is personal not conceptual
It is Autonomous—from outside the narrow
confines of ego?

A framework for understanding
Sources: Jung, Von Franz and Hillman
Matt Cardin —A Course in Demonic
Creativity
Hillman’s ‘Acorn Theory’—what has
always been present, seeking expression
but awaiting the necessary skills?
Iain McGilchrist: Placing the Emissary’s
skill at the service of the Master

“Any person... has been naturally prepared by the heavens for some
kind of decent life and work. So anyone who wants help from the
heavens should start by taking that work in and living that way, and
then, since the heavens favour their own projects, ...should keep doing
this diligently. Nature has made you more for this work than anything
else—the thing that you do, discuss, desire, devise, dream and mimic
from your early years. Trying it more often, finishing it more easily, you
have your best success at it, enjoying it more than anything else and not
wanting to stop doing it. This, of course, is what the heavens
...produced you for.”

(Marsilio Ficino, On Life, 3.23)

Why I’m doing
this as art—
Conflicts with the
commercial
application of art
Creative block

Process versus
Product
The dangers —to
be lost in
phantasmagoria!
Two worlds split
apart—a possibility
for healing

How I do Active
Imagination:
Writing in journals.
Sketchbooks —
automatic drawing.
What is automatic?
What is the process?
What is my
Inspiration?

“...those ancient sages, who sought to secure the
presence of divine beings by the erection of shrines
and statues, showed insight into the nature of the
All; they perceived that, though this Soul is
everywhere tractable, its presence will be secured all
the more readily when an appropriate receptacle is
elaborated, a place especially capable of receiving
some portion or phase of it, something reproducing
it, or representing it and serving like a mirror to
catch an image of it.”

(Plotinus, Ennead IV.3.11)

Encountering
the
Daimon
In active
imagination I
asked: “Show
me the face of
my creative
source”

“If one looks
inward, the
“other” looks at
us too, but with a
strange faraway
eye. The
unconscious
begins to unveil
its secret play of
fantasy: images of
seductive beauty
and the most cruel
abysses of nature”

(Marie Louise Von Franz, commentary to The
Inward Gaze)

The Nature of the
Encounter
• The Rebuke —an accusation of
narrowness of vision and of serving
unworthy masters

• The Challenge —a test of resolve

• My Defence —an insistence on the value
and divinity within all things, in both
inner and outer life
• An Invitation —to a new attitude and
new form of service

“...every person is born with their own particular dæmon, determined
by one’s very own star, to watch over their life and help them towards
just those duties that the powers of heaven allotted to them when they
were born. Therefore, a person who examines their native talent ...will
find their own natural work in such a way that they find their own
star and dæmon at the same time.”
“So let us find out where nature and the dæmon are taking us...”

(Marsilio Ficino, On Life, 3.23)

Exploring Myth—
Psyche and Eros
Trying to discern the true identity of her love,
Psyche spills the oil from her lamp on the
sleeping Eros. He awakens and abandons her.

For Jung, it was not possible to describe fully the
unconscious life of the soul by means of purely
logical categories. To shed too much ‘light’, too
soon, may damage the soul.
Devaluing, reductive interpretations of psychic
events attempt a rationalistic escape from what
may be ‘divine’ implications.

Psyche is set many tasks before she
can reunite with Eros. The final
task is obtain an ointment of
beauty from the underworld.
Disobeying the instructions of
Venus she takes some for herself
and falls into a deep sleep.

Could this indicate the danger of
an aestheticism? Of being so
fascinated by otherworldliness that
it creates an ecstatic condition in
which everyday life is devalued?

Psyche
and Eros
For the painting of Psyche and Eros I chose the
colours of alchemy, black and white, yellow
and red. The figures emerge out of shadow,
silhouetted by the ecstatic light. The redyellow blaze makes them hard to see in detail
and pushes them into shadow. As Eros
awakens Psyche from her unconscious sleep,
the soul seeks ascent from the purely earthbound, whilst Eros is drawn down towards
the physical and manifest. Is this a form of
incarnation? Is something spiritual being
manifest through the Imaginal?

tion
“Know thyself in Jung’s manner means to
become familiar with, to open one’s self to
and listen to, that is, discern, daimones... We
have to engage with persons whose
autonomy may radically alter, even dominate
our thoughts and feelings, neither ordering
these persons about nor yielding to them full
sway. Fictional and factual, they and we, are
drawn together like threads into a mythos...”
“As these Imaginal figures bring a sense of
internal fate, so they bring an awareness of
internal necessity and its limitations. We feel
responsible to them and for them. A mutual
caring envelopes the relationship, or, as the
situation was put in antiquity, the daimones
are also guiding spirits. Our images are our
keepers, as we are theirs...”
“When an image is fully realised —fully
imagined as a living being other than myself
—then it becomes a psychopompos, a guide
with a soul having its own inherent limitation
and necessity...that specific one which has
come to me pregnant with significance and
intention, a necessary angel as it appears hear
and now and which teaches the hand to
represent it, the ear to hear, and the heart
how to respond. It is the daimon who is our
preceptor, our spiritus rector.”
(James Hillman, Healing Fiction)

“Whenever ...we think we have a fix on reality, we will find
when we look again that the image, concept, or formulation we
proudly hold up is an empty mask whose living daimon has
already slipped away. The nature of the daimon tells us ...that
reality is better represented by concrete, personified images than
abstract and impersonal concepts. If we want to catch them, we
cannot use plodding logic or precise rationality; we have to use
our own quickest, most highly coloured, shape shifting faculty:
imagination”
(Patrick Harpur, Seeing Things: The Daimonic Nature of Reality)

Thank
You
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